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Stephanie Plum is a former lingerie buyer from Trenton,
New Jersey, who becomes a bounty hunter to make ends
meet after losing her job. She is is often assisted by her
eccentric grandmother and equally inept friends and coworkers. Though set in urban New Jersey, these slapstick
mysteries have a small town feel as the neighborhood's
denizens play minor roles.

 01 One for the money

 16 Sizzling sixteen

 02 Two for the dough

 17 Smokin' seventeen

 03 Three to get deadly

 18 Explosive eighteen

 04 Four to score

 19 Notorious nineteen

 05 High five

 20 Takedown twenty

 06 Hot six

 21 Top secret twenty-one

 07 Seven up

 22 Tricky twenty-two

 08 Hard eight

 23 Turbo twenty-three

 09 To the nines

 24 Hardcore twenty-four

 10 Ten big ones

Visions of sugar plums

 11 Eleven on top
 12 Twelve sharp

 Plum lovin'

 13 Lean mean thirteen

 Plum lucky

14 Fearless fourteen

 Plum spooky

 15 Finger lickin' fifteen

 Between the plums
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ALEXANDRA BARNABY
Working as a race spotter for NASCAR driver Sam
Hooker, Alexandra Barnaby doesn't mind getting a little
dirty when it comes to life, whether its dealing with
corrupt racers or womanizing men. The series continues
after the first two books in graphic novel format.

 01 Metro girl
 02 Motor mouth
 03 Troublemaker, book 1
 04 Troublemaker, book 2
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Janet Evanovich (b. 1943) is best known for her mystery
series featuring bounty-hunter-in-training Stephanie Plum.
She began her career writing romance novels under the
pen name Steffie Hall.
For 10 years, she attempted to write the Great American
Novel, finishing 3 manuscripts that she was unable to sell.
Writing romances helped her learn to create likable
characters and attractive leading men. Evanovich also
became known for the humor that filled her novels. She
believes that "it's very important to take a comic approach.
If we can laugh at something, we can face it."
After her twelfth romance, however, Evanovich realized
that she was more interested in writing the action
sequences in her novels rather than the sex scenes; she
quickly decided that she wanted to write romantic
adventure novels. She has over two hundred million books
in print worldwide and is translated into over 40 languages.
Evanovich lives in Florida with her husband, Pete.
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Lizzy & Diesel WICKED Series
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Diesel and Lizzy aren't quite normal humans, and may or
may not have special powers - something magical is bound
to occur in this series set in Salem, MA. The Wicked books
feature the author's trademark wacky humor, oftenincompetent but always successful characters, and non-stop
action along with strong chick lit and romance elements.

01 Wicked appetite

03 Wicked charms

02 Wicked business

FOX & O’HARE Series
FBI Special Agent Kate O'Hare uses her own schemes
to outmaneuver charming con man-turned FBI
partner Nicholas Fox.With lots of face punching and
international travel, it’s all good nonsense. Co-written
with screenwriter and crime novelist Lee Goldberg.

 01 Heist

 04 Scam

 02 Chase

 05 Pursuit

 03 Job

Swift & Holt FULL Series
Jamie Swift is a spunky gal who runs the family newspaper in
a small town and is engaged to a tax attorney. Max Holt is a
handsome multibillionaire, super genius, ladies’ man with a
talking, interactive car computer named Muffin. Unbeknownst
to Jamie, Max is her silent partner. This series consists of
reissues of romances written as Steffi Hall and feature humor,
wacky characters, nonstop action, and romance.

 01 Full house

 04 Full blast

 02 Full tilt

 05 Full bloom

 03 Full speed

 06 Full scoop

CULHANE FAMILY MYSTERIES
Out-of-work, just-separated Kate Appleton has gone to
Keen Harbor, MI, with dreams of turning her parents'
summer cottage, the Nutshell, into a bed-and-breakfast.
To get the funds she needs, she's agreed to help Matt
Culhane discover who has been sabotaging his brewery.

 01 Love in a nutshell
 02 Husband list
This list is current as of 4/12/2017.

Janet Evanovich (b. 1943) is best known for her mystery
series featuring bounty-hunter-in-training Stephanie Plum.
She began her career writing romance novels under the
pen name Steffie Hall.
For ten years, she attempted to write the Great American
Novel, finishing three manuscripts that she was unable to
sell. Her work within the romance novel genre helped her
learn to create likable characters and attractive leading
men. Evanovich also became known for the humor that
filled her novels. She believes that "it's very important to
take a comic approach. If we can laugh at something, we
can face it."
After finishing her twelfth romance, however, Evanovich
realized that she was more interested in writing the action
sequences in her novels rather than the sex scenes; she
quickly decided that she wanted to write romantic
adventure novels. She has over two hundred million books
in print worldwide and is translated into over 40 languages.
Evanovich lives in Florida with her husband, Pete.
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